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1. Study Introduction
This is a proof-of-concept study report on detecting defects and contamination in
white plastic products The study was conducted based on samples at Roima’s laboratory in Espoo.
The target of the study was to find ways to detect all possible visual defects, contamination and fibres or burrs at the cut edges of the product using machine vision and give a suggestion of a system that could be used in production environment.
The report describes how imaging was done and what results or performance was
achieved including some discussion and analysis for each type of approach tested.
Proposal of an inspection system based on results is included at the end of the
document

1.1.

Defect Specifications and Targets
The initial visual criteria for quality check in manufacturing is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Outward appearance: No visual defects could lead to doubt of product quality
permitted
Soiling: No soiling whatsoever permitted
Damage: No damage whatsoever permitted.
Die-cut fibres/burrs: Up to 1mm max 5 pcs / product allowed
Particle inclusions in the material are allowed

Further clarifications include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

No external material of diameter greater than 1mm of area over 1mm 2 allowed
No blistering or indentation in diameter of over 2mm in outer walls of the
product
No uneven cut edge allowed (diameter over 0,7mm)
No shape deviations over 1mm from the model
No broken product (cracks, missing pieces etc )
No burring over 1mm in length

2. Forewords
Initial planning on how to do imaging to show required defect types was started
based on information given before receiving samples It was immediately evident
that the rather complex shape of the products will pose an issue in detecting all
kinds of defects that may appear in any place
The shape of the product poses one challenge, since typically optical system have
a limited depth of field. This means that only one depth or distance from the cam-
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era or lens is in focus and features closer or further are gradually more out of focus Generally, the greater the magnification the smaller the depth of field, so trying to detect small particles or defects can be difficult at different distances at
once.
Lighting is often a crucial variable in imaging Controlled lighting can either highlight or hide important features and careful lighting design is important especially
in imaging for quality detection.
To achieve detection of as many defect types as possible, it is inevitable that different imaging and lighting setups will need to be used.
Halcon image processing library was used to conduct all image processing tasks
described in this report

3. Imaging Tests
3.1.

Contamination Detection by Segmentation
Detection of contamination by thresholding is illustrated with one example, where
ground coffee is spilled into the sample. White product is segmented out from the
background by thresholding and simple morphological operations to fill any holes
in the region. When resulting product region is segmented with a fixed threshold
value and by dynamic thresholding that tries to account for any normal light intensity changes, the results are as shown in the following figures Adjusting the segmentation parameters could result in slightly different results. However, the results shown here are an indication of capabilities of a relatively simple segmentation

Figure 1 Contaminated sample with processed defects highlighted in red

Imaging was done with a system resulting in ~0,1mm/pixel imaging resolution.
This was obtained with 35mm lens at 580mm distance from the top of the product. Two diffuse LED panel lights were used. It can be estimated that the absolute
smallest particles that can be detected are probably 2 pixels wide. Scaling this for
the entire product, this would mean a fairly high resolution requirement for the
sensor.
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Illumination is not uniform throughout the object and depth of field limits optimal
detection of smallest contamination particles Higher the contrast, better the detection. Some dark particles are not noticed since the contrast between particles
and product is not as great in the less lit areas.
This demonstration shows that it is possible to detect contamination from the
product as long as they show adequate contrast to the background. Lighting plays
a big role in helping the detection, but the tradeoff is that the required diffuse and
even lighting will hinder detection of some loose particles Also, it would be difficult to cost effectively construct a system that images and detects contamination
equally from all faces and crevasses of the product.

3.2.

Crack Detection with Edge Detection
The next imaging setup was made to investigate cracked product Some samples
were intentionally broken to introduce cracks.
Imaging setup design was started by trying different lighting types and direction
and observing the image The product material is slightly opaque and at uniform
thickness transmits light rather equally. This gave us an option to use backlighting
to see defects.
Larger cracks will show light directly through at a very bright level and closed
cracks seemed to have a reasonably sharp dark stripe in them. This darker region
can be a result of plastic deformation (permanent material distortion) that has
happened in the product material when it has been compromised In some cases,
the product showed these darker spots even without cracks. We believe that in
some colored plastic material this same effect would show up as lighter regions
where deformation has happened.
After some trial and error, processing of cracks from images was best achieved by
observing highpass filtered image using a filter kernel size that is wide and only 1
pixel in height. In essence this highlights any sharp intensity changes in horizontal
direction. It is assumed that most cracks would be in this direction. Also, when
vertical intensity changes are not observed, this eliminates false positive detections from the normal shape of the product side.
The next figures show two samples of crack detection, where left image shows the
original image and right image the processed data overlay Blue rectangle indicates the region that has been processed and detected defects are highlighted in
red.
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a) Sample crack #1

b) Processed sample crack #1

c) Sample crack #2

d) Processed sample crack #2

Figure 2 Two cracked side samples a) and c) and their processed images b) and d)

Both cracks in samples are detected. For image a) the detection algorithm finds
both the larger crack portion starting from the top showing bright light through
and darker portion towards the bottom For image c) the crack from the top is
also detected. The larger darker imperfection towards bottom right from the crack
remains undetected and there is a false positive detection of a small region just to
the bottom right of the crack
If processing area would have been extended to include areas with more varied
shapes, there would be multiple incorrect detections with this method.
Processing or detecting cracks is relatively sensitive to parameter changes, but
cracks can be detected even with the quickly composed algorithm. Should more
examples be available, the processing could be improved further

3.3.

Cut Edge and Surface Particles Imaging
In the production process, the product is die-cut from a larger sheet This may result in fibres or burrs at the edge. They can be either attached to the edge or loose
and remain on the product surface due to static electricity. Fibres can also get
loose from the edge during normal use Maximum of 5 pcs or up to 1mm fibres
are allowed per product.
Any light colored surface particles are difficult to detect from a light colored surface Dark field lighting is often used to highlight surface particles or any small deviations from the normally flat surface. Dark field light illuminates the surface at a
very low angle close to the surface and lights the edges of surface particles to be
detected better in images. Detection of particles is especially difficult if the surface is not flat since darkfield lighting needs to be directed accurately.
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In the test setup, a dark field ring light was used to illuminate only the flat part of
the product edge Detection of such contamination in other portions of the product was deemed too difficult or otherwise unfeasible.
The next images show the same location in four different lighting setups.

Figure 3 Edge under normal diffuse or ambient lighting

Figure 4 Edge under bright and diffuse lighting. Image overexposed
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Figure 5 Edge under dark field light highlighting any surface particles

Figure 6 Edge with backlighting

The surface particles can really only be detected reliably from an image with dark
field lighting. Then again, the burrs in the edge could be detected with other lighting options too. Darkfield lighting can only be applied in a relatively small area at a
time and using high resolution cameras any burrs deviating from the edge directly
outward can be detected.
Dark field lighting can only be used in the flat outer edge part of the product This
can be a major limitation, but at least surface particles and edge burrs can be detected at the same time.
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3.4.

AI Anomaly Detection (Top of Product)
Anomaly detection in images is a subset artificial intelligence of deep learning.
This method was also investigated briefly as it has potential to be used effectively
in cases otherwise difficult for rule-based or traditional algorithms.
Images from the top of the product were gathered, cropped in suitable size images and labelled as good or bad depending on the contamination Ground coffee
served again as contamination.
Labelled images serve as input for teaching of a neural network. Output in this
anomaly detection case is a heat map image, where assumed anomalies can be
further segmented. The teaching also results in a graph that explains how well the
good images and defect images can be separated.

Figure 7 Performance capability of anomaly detection to separate good and defect images

The x-axis of the graph is an anomaly score value Black vertical line shows the optimal segmentation score value to have least good images classified as defects and
least defect images going unnoticed. The graph shows that with the optimal selection of the score value, there is still about 30% incorrect cases for both good and
defect images. This number is quite high, but is most likely a result of too few
training images.
The anomaly detection seems to have potential to detect defects, but it seems
there is simply too little training data available. Many incorrectly classified images
were from edge regions. For example, the method is capable of detecting anomalies in cases where there is difference in lighting conditions without having to tell
the system how to handle such cases.
The full potential of the anomaly detection could not be tested during this study,
but at least in theory, the system should perform ever better with increased number of teach images.
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From hardware and software point of view, a local AI system generally requires a
CUDA compatible GPU and in case of Halcon image processing library, a specific
software license for deep learning.

3.5.

AI Anomaly Detection (Side of Product)
Anomaly detection was also attempted to find cracks in the sides of the product.
Similar graphs and output images were produced as in the example with images
from top of the product.
For this network we used a slightly larger number of images and included handdrawn ground truth data to better evaluate the network performance

Figure 8 Performance capability of anomaly detection to separate good and defect images of side of the product

This time the separation looks marginally better than with the previous case.
There are still a great number of misclassified images

a) Good image without found anomalies
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b) Burr-anomalies at the edge of product found

c) Correct anomaly found but only partially

d) Cracked image labelled correctly as defect, but only by a small portion of the
defect
Figure 9 Examples of anomaly detection from product side. Left image original with possible overlays and
right image a heat map of anomalies detected. Ground truth defect area indicated with light green in original
image
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4. Study Conclusions
Defect types were not present in samples received. This might lead to incorrect
assumptions on what can be detected, but we are quite confident that main topics have been covered anyway. What remains missing is the visual variability present in real production. Unfortunately, this cannot really be obtained before an
actual system has been implemented
Different lighting and imaging setups are required for different defect types to be
detected and for different areas of the product. Also, complex shape of the product poses issues in finding feasible solutions to image and detect defects on all
surfaces of the product with reasonable time or cost. It is suggested that efforts
should probably be not spent in trying to image all surfaces equally.
The presented and tested imaging setups and processing examples can be used to
image and do quality check for the most part of the product. Summary of what
can be detected is shown in the next table and proposal for a system is given in
the next chapter
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5. Imaging System Proposal
Based on the findings of the study, a system proposal is given to try and address
all feasible detection tasks Practical aspects of building an industrial imaging system are considered as well as an attempt to keep costs at a minimum while still
obtaining as good outcome or performance as possible.
The proposal is based on three separate imaging setups:
1. Line scan imaging for top side concentrating on contamination and missing
product pieces visible directly from the top
2 Back lit system to image sides and detect cracks and missing parts
3. Darkfield light setup imaging top of product edges to find surface particles and
burrs
It is assumed that this set of imaging setups gives pretty optimal cost-performance
and effort-performance ratios compared to the requirements. For practical reasons, imaging the product from the bottom is omitted. Also, imaging of hard to
see surfaces is not included in any way However, all imaging setups are optional
Handling of the product in most efficient way during imaging is important. Imaging sides requires the camera to be at a fixed distance and the easiest way to
achieve imaging is to have the product move across the cameras in a linear fashion on a conveyor of some sort. This means that the product leading sides cannot
be imaged at the same time with side edges It is proposed that the product is
moved linearly on a conveyor, imaged at first position while moving, rotated 90
degrees and imaged at a second station again while moving. The other option is
that after the first imaging station, the product makes a directional change and
starts to move sideways.
The first imaging station consists of all three imaging setups and the second imaging station of 2nd and 3rd imaging setups only As a reminder, any imaging setup is
optional. Each imaging setup is described in more detail in the next sections.
Image processing would happen on an industrial Windows 10 PC based on Halcon
image processing library The PC would naturally provide Ethernet connection to
interface into MES or ERP systems. A separate PLC or a PLC integrated into the industrial PC is needed to integrate into line control and create rejection signals or
any other needed automation signals The software would be mostly based on
.Net C# code.
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5.1.

Imaging Setup 1 Line Scan Imaging
The first imaging setup consists of an RGB (color) line scan camera and three diffuse bar lights Two bar lights are illuminating the product from the top and one is
used as a backlight. The top and bottom lights have a different color and can thus
be almost completely separated in processing since the camera has three color
channels - Red, Green and Blue A line scan camera images a single line at a time
and constructs a full image from a moving target – most often triggered by an encoder signal to synchronize imaging and line speed.
The light setup requires that there is a gap in the conveyor The gap can be only
some millimeters wide and the camera can still image through it. The top lights
will also have only a small a gap between them.
Using a line scan camera will effectively remove perspective error in movement
direction and the imaging line is perpendicular to the object. However, perspective error in sideways direction remains. This can be reduced by increasing the imaging distance An imaging distance of approximately 1m should be reasonable
The line scan camera is shown closer to the object in figures of this document for
practical purposes.

Line scan camera

Two top lights (color 1)

Back light (color 2)
Figure 12 First imaging setup. Line scan camera with three diffuse LED light bars and a gap in conveyor

5.1.

Imaging Setup 2 Back Light System for Sides
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The second imaging system is a back light system that is meant to image product
sides Since the product is moving past the cameras, no light elements can be below the top of the product. This means that the sides will have to be imaged from
an angle below.

Figure 13 Imaging setup 2. Back light system for imaging sides

The cameras are at a fixed distance to the object sides and identical setups are
needed for both sides Area scan cameras would be used that produce a normal
image matrix. Some centimeters of the product side could be imaged at once. The
same setup could probably also be used to read 2D codes from the sides, should
there be a need for such
The light panel will likely have to be slightly larger than illustrated in the figures,
but the figures show the principle.

5.2.

Imaging Setup 3 – Dark Field Imaging of Edges
The third and final imaging setup is based on dark field lighting and imaging the
flat part of the product edges from the top. As described earlier, dark field lighting
highlights any particles on flat surfaces The same light can also highlight edge
burr or other such deviations from the normal Dark field light will have to be
placed only some millimeters from the surface.
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Figure 14 Imaging setup 3: Dark field imaging for top of product sides
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